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A mullion-transom structure

The present invention relates to a mullion-transom structure, especially for facades or 

glass roofs, according to the preamble of claim 1.

EP 1 352 134 discloses a mullion-transom structure, in which a screw groove is formed 

on the mullion profile between two glass panes. An insulating profile, which comprises a 

hollow chamber, is inserted into the screw groove. Several screws can be mounted in 

the insulating profile and the screw groove for fixing the glass panes via a pressure strip. 

The arrangement of such an insulating profile on the screw groove has proven its worth. 

However, heat insulation is limited because the insulating profile mostly consists of a 

harder plastic material which comes with comparatively high heat conduction. Further

more, heat insulation cannot be adjusted due to the closed configuration of the hollow 

chamber of the insulating profile.

EP 1 596 022 A2 discloses a pressure strip for a mullion or transom having a damping 

strip and an insulation strip which are formed integrally with the pressure strip. The mul

lion-transom-structure of EP 1 596 022 A2 discloses all features of the preamble of 

claim 1.

DE 203 19 978 U1 discloses a fapade having a damping block having a filled-in hollow 

chamber between infill elements.

It is therefore the object of the present invention to provide a mullion-transom structure 

which has improved heat insulation and allows flexible adjustment of the insulation 

properties.

This object is achieved by a mullion-transom structure with the features of claim 1.

In accordance with the invention, the insulating strip comprises a hollow chamber at a 

face end of an infill element, which hollow chamber can be closed via at least one mo

bile cover, so that access to the hollow chamber is enabled via the cover. Heat

insulating strips or other elements can be inserted into the hollow chamber as required, 

which allows a flexible adjustment of the insulating strip. The term “cover” shall com
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prise any element which can enable access to the hollow chamber, irrespective of 

whether the cover is pivotable or closable, or creates access in any other manner.

The cover is latched onto the insulating strip.

The insulating strip preferably comprises at least one film hinge, on which a cover is 

pivotably mounted. It is possible that the insulating strip is formed from two parts, 

wherein in this case one part forms the cover and is pivotably held via the film hinge. It 

is also possible to pivotably hold the cover via two or more adjacently arranged film 

hinges, so that especially wide opening angles can be realised.

According to the invention, a material which has higher heat insulation than a shaped 

body of the insulating strip is inserted at least partly into the hollow chamber. The mate

rials can especially be formed from insulating foam or any other insulating material 

which is formed for example from polyethylene, polypropylene, polyurethane, polyisocy- 

anurate, polystyrene, phenolic resin and/or mineral wool. All materials can be used as 

insulating materials which have an effect with respect to thermal insulation, noise insula

tion, fire protection or a combination of these functions.

It is additionally possible that the insulating strip comprises a shaped body in which an 

insulating strip of higher heat insulation than the shaped body is fixed to its exterior side 

at least in sections. The aforementioned insulating materials, especially such from an 

insulating foam, can also be used for the heat-insulating strips arranged on the exterior 

side on the insulating strips.

The insulating strip can comprise a shaped body for especially high heat insulation, 

which shaped body comprises a plurality of breakthroughs in the longitudinal direction. 

The shaped body of the insulation strip mostly consists of a dimensionally stable plastic 

body which has a comparatively high thermal conductivity. The heat flow is reduced by 

reducing the cross-sectional surface of the shaped body by the breakthroughs, wherein 

the breakthroughs can be arranged for this purpose in at least one strip in the longitudi

nal direction. The area of the breakthroughs can be more than 50%, especially more 

than 70%, on this strip.
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The shaped body of the insulating strip which is made of plastic can preferably be 

formed with thin walls in order to ensure good thermal insulation. The wall thickness of 

the shaped body can lie in a range of between 0.3 mm to 1. 6 mm, especially 0.5 mm to

1.3 mm.

The hollow chamber of the insulating strip can be subdivided by at least one separating 

wall for a further increase in the insulation. The stability of the shaped body can also be 

increased by the separating wall.

An insulating element in form of a shaped body is preferably inserted into the hollow 

chamber. The insulating element can be inserted as a loose strip. It is also possible to 

foam an insulating strip into the hollow chamber, e.g. by co-extrusion.

In a preferred embodiment, a base of a groove of the insulating strip comprises a film 

hinge, by means of which the insulating strip is pivotable in two halves. As a result, the 

insulating strip is formed in a closed way in the mounted state on the exterior side, so 

that the insulating strip is not inadvertently opened when a screw is twisted into the 

groove and a screw groove arranged behind said groove. Latching means for fixing the 

shaped body in the closed position to an insert part are therefore preferably formed, 

which insert part is inserted into a screw groove.

The invention will be explained below in closer detail by reference to several embodi

ments shown in the enclosed drawings, wherein:

Fig. 1 shows a sectional view through a mullion-transom structure in accordance with 

the invention with an insulating strip;

Figs. 2A and 2B show two views of an insulating strip for a mullion-transom structure in 

accordance with the invention;

Figs. 3A to 3C show several views of a second insulating strip;

Figs. 4A to 4C show several embodiments of a latching mechanism for an insulating

strip;
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Figs. 5A to 5D show several views of a further insulating strip with a foam-embedded 

insulating element during production;

Fig. 6 shows a perspective view of a further embodiment of an insulating strip;

Figs. 7A and 7B show two views of the insulating strip of Fig. 6 with different break

throughs;

Figs. 8A to 8D show several views of breakthroughs with different geometries, and

Fig. 9 shows two views of a further embodiment of an insulating strip.

A mullion-transom structure comprises a supporting profile 1, which can be formed as a 

mullion or transom, wherein a screw groove 2 is provided on an exterior side. Retainers 

3 for sealing strips 4 are formed on both sides of the screw groove 2, which sealing 

strips rest at the edge on an infill element 5, especially an insulating glass pane. A pres

sure strip 7 is provided to fix the infill element 5, which press strip is arranged with seals 

8 on an exterior side of the infill elements 5. The infill elements 5 are respectively 

clamped at the edge between the seals 8 and the sealing strips 4. The pressure strip 7 

is thereby fixed via several screws 11, which are arranged in an intermediate space 6 

between the face ends of the infill elements 5 and engage in the screw groove 2.

An insulating strip 10 is further provided at the face end of an infill element 5, which in

sulating strip 10 is penetrated by the screw 11 and comprises a shaped body 12, on the 

exterior side of which a heat-insulating strip 13 made of a material with high heat insula

tion such as a foam-embedded heat-insulating strip is arranged. The heat-insulating 

strip 13 comprises several sealing lips 14 which rest on a face end of the infill elements

5.

Different embodiments of such an insulating strip 10 will be described below, wherein 

the same components are provided with the same reference numerals.

Figs. 2A and 2B show an insulating profile 20 which comprises a shaped body 21 which 

is made of a hard plastic material such as PVC and surrounds a hollow chamber 22. A 

groove 23 is formed on one side of the insulating profile 20, which groove is surrounded 
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by lateral webs 24 and is used for example for fixing a seal or any other component. 

The base of the groove 23 is formed as a V-shaped film hinge 25, so that the two halves 

of the shaped body 21 can be pivoted around the film hinge 25 in order to provide ac

cess to the hollow chamber 22.

Heat-insulating strips 28 are provided on two opposite side surfaces of the shaped body

21, which heat-insulating strips comprise several outwardly protruding sealing projec

tions 29 or sealing lips. The material of the heat-insulating strips 28 consists of a mate

rial of higher heat insulation than the shaped body 21, such as insulating foam.

An insert element 26 is formed on the shaped body 21 on the side opposite of the 

groove 23, on which a latching device 27 is provided. As is shown in Fig. 2B, the two 

halves of the shaped body 21 can be pivoted about the film hinge 25, so that the hollow 

chamber 22 can be opened on the insert element 26. A shaped part 15 of high thermal 

insulation, e.g. one that is made of a foamed material, especially an insulating material 

made of polyethylene, polypropylene, polyurethane, polyisocyanurate, polystyrene, 

phenolic resin or mineral wool, can be inserted in this position into the hollow chamber

22. Said shaped part 15 made of an insulating material can assume functions concern

ing heat insulation, noise insulation and also fire protection. The shaped part 15 com

prises two grooves 16 in the middle region, into which the webs 32 on the shaped part 

21 engage so that the shaped part is fixed within the hollow chamber 22.

It can be decided during mounting whether a shaped part 15 is inserted into the hollow 

chamber 22 for higher heat insulation and which material is selected for the shaped part 

15. This leads to a high degree of flexibility concerning the purpose of the insulating 

strip 20. After inserting the shaped part 15 into the hollow chamber 22, the shaped body 

21 of the insulating strip 20 can be pivoted about the film hinge 25 until the latching de

vice 27 latches and the insulating strip 20 can now be mounted on the mullion-transom 

structure, as shown in Fig. 1 for example.

Figs. 3A to 3C show a modified embodiment of an insulating strip, in which not only one 

single shaped part 15 can be inserted into the hollow chamber 22 of the shaped body 

21 but two shaped parts 17 and 18. The shaped parts 17 and 18 can be made of the 

same or a different material. Each shaped part 17 or 18 can be inserted loosely into the 

hollow chamber 22 or be glued therein. Webs 32 can be utilised as spacers between 
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the shaped parts 17 and 18. Apart from that, the insulating strip is formed as in the pre

ceding embodiment of Fig. 2.

In Figs. 4A to 4C, the insulating strip of Fig. 2 is shown with modified latching mecha

nisms. In Fig. 4A, a pushbutton 34 is formed on the insert element 26, which latches 

together when the pushbutton parts are pressed together.

A latching device with latching receivers 35 and latching webs 36 is provided in Fig. 4B 

on the insert element 26, which receivers and webs are respectively arranged on the 

inner side of the insert element 26 and latch onto each other when the insert element is 

pressed together. Three latching receivers 35 and three latching webs 36 are provided, 

so that in case of damage to one latching connection the other latching connections 

hold the shaped body 21 in the latched position.

A latching device with a latching receiver 37 and a latching web 38 is formed in Fig. 4C.

Integrally formed latching devices can be provided for latching the shaped body 21, 

which latching devices can be formed as pushbuttons, undercut contours, latching webs, 

snap-on connections or other kinds of snap-on connections.

Figs. 5A to 5D shows a further embodiment of an insulating strip, which according to Fig. 

5A is shown at first in an open position. The insulating strip corresponds to the embodi

ment of Fig. 2B. However, no loose shaped part made of an insulating material is in

serted into the hollow chamber 22, but a foaming material 61 is injected into the hollow 

chamber 22 via a nozzle 60. The insulating strip is closed after inserting the foaming 

material 61, as shown in Fig. 5B, wherein the latching device 27 on the insert element 

26 ensures fixing of the insulating element in the closed position. In this position, the 

foamed material 62 can fully or partly fill the hollow chamber 22 as required, wherein 

only a slight expansion of the foaming material 62 is present in Fig. 5B. The material 

can expand even further and assume a greater volume, as shown in Fig. 5C, in which 

the material 62’ already extends over more than 2/3 of the volume of the hollow cham

ber 22. It is further possible to add the foaming material with a volume which fully fills 

the hollow chamber 22, as shown in Fig. 5D.
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Fig. 6 shows a further embodiment of an insulating strip, which corresponds to the insu

lating strip shown in Fig. 2 with respect to its configuration. However, two strips with cir

cular breakthroughs 80 are additionally provided in the side walls of the insulating strip. 

The breakthroughs 80 can also be provided with a different geometry than the circular 

one, e.g. square, rectangular, triangular or any other contour. The breakthroughs 80 are 

arranged in strips in the longitudinal direction of the insulating strip, wherein the area of 

the breakthroughs 80 assumes at least 50%, preferably approximately 70%, especially 

more than 80%, of the area of the strip, wherein the respective geometric strip has a 

width which corresponds to the width of the breakthroughs 80. Two strips with break

throughs 80 are provided in Fig. 6, which are arranged on opposite sides of the insulat

ing strip. It is also possible to provide only one strip with breakthroughs 80 or more than 

two strips with breakthroughs 80.

The material of the shaped body 21 is reduced by the breakthroughs 80, so that thermal 

conduction is reduced since thermal conduction is reduced from the outside to the in

side by the reduction of the cross-section of the shaped body 21 from the insert element 

26 to the groove 23 in the mullion-transom structure of Fig. 1.

Fig. 7A shows a sectional view through the insulating strip of Fig. 6, wherein the illustra

tion shows that the shaped part 15 inserted into the hollow chamber 22 is not formed 

with a breakthrough configuration. Instead, the hollow chamber 22 is filled. The break

throughs 80 merely extend through the outer heat-insulating strip 28 and the shaped 

body 21.

It is also alternatively possible according to Fig. 7B to provide the breakthroughs 80 in 

such a way that the complete insulating strip is broken through, i.e. both in the region of 

the heat-insulating strip 28, in the region of the shaped body 21 and in the region of the 

shaped part 15 made of heat-insulating material. This facilitates the production of the 

insulating strip, even if the insulation is slightly reduced.

The breakthroughs 80 are schematically shown in Fig. 8A in the shaped body 21 ac

cording to Fig. 6. The breakthroughs 80 are arranged in regular intervals in the longitu

dinal direction of the insulating strip and extend in strips parallel to the longitudinal direc

tion. The width of a strip Si corresponds to the width of the breakthroughs 80. The
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breakthroughs 80 assume an area of at least 50%, preferably at least 70%, relating to 

the width of the strip Si.

The breakthroughs 82 are shown in rectangular form in Fig. 8B, which have a lower 

width S2 than the circular breakthroughs 80. Three parallel strips with breakthroughs 82 

are provided instead of two strips.

Triangular breakthroughs 83 are provided in Fig. 8C, so that a framework-1 ike structure 

is provided in the profile body 21. The triangles are oriented in an alternating manner 

with one upwards tip or one downwards tip, so that obliquely extending webs are 

formed in between. The breakthroughs 83 in triangular form are oriented in strips paral

lel to the longitudinal direction, wherein the area of the breakthroughs assumes at least 

80% of the area of the strips relating to the width of the strip S3.

The breakthroughs 84 are formed in a trapezoidal manner in the embodiment shown in 

Fig. 8D and comprise a longer base edge extending parallel to the longitudinal direction 

of the insulating strip and a shorter face edge. The trapezoidal breakthroughs 84 are 

each arranged twisted by 180° in an alternating manner, so that a longer base edge is 

present in an alternating manner in relation to a shorter face edge as seen in the longi

tudinal direction. The breakthroughs assume at least 85% of the area relating to the 

width S4 of the strip with the breakthroughs 84.

The breakthroughs 80, 82, 83 and 84 can also have other geometric shapes and the 

number of the strips with the breakthroughs can be selected freely depending on the 

size of the profile body 21 and the breakthroughs.

Fig. 9A shows a further embodiment of a shaped body made of plastic for an insulating 

strip. The shaped body comprises a hollow chamber 22 which is formed in a substan

tially rectangular manner in its cross-section for the optional insertion of an insulating 

material. A groove 23 is formed on a face end of the shaped body, which groove is sur

rounded by lateral webs 24, which comprise inwardly facing projections and can be 

used for fixing a seal or any other component. The base of the groove 23 is formed as a 

V-shaped film hinge 25, so that the two halves of the shaped body 21 can be pivoted 

about the film hinge 25 in order to provide access to the hollow chamber 22.
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An insert element 26 is formed on the side opposite the groove 23, which insert element 

is formed from two spaced wall sections which surround the hollow chambers 94 and 95. 

The wall sections of the insert element 26 can be fixed via latching webs 90, 91 and 92, 

93, which are formed in the shape of hooks and fix the closed position of the shaped 

body.

In order to provide access to the hollow chamber 22, the two halves of the shaped body 

21 can be pivoted about the film hinge 25. It is additionally or alternatively possible to 

open the hollow chamber 22 in that one side of the shaped body 21 is pivoted about a 

further film hinge 96 which is formed on a side wall of the hollow chamber 22 adjacent 

to the groove 23. Especially large opening angles can be obtained when using the two 

film hinges 25 and 96. The film hinge 96 can also be provided on opposite sides of the 

hollow chamber 22 instead of only one side.

Fig. 9B shows the insulating strip with the shaped body of Fig. 9A, in which a strip-like 

shaped part 15 with high thermal insulation is loosely inserted into the hollow chamber 

22. Heat-insulating strips 97 are fixed to the exterior side of the side walls of the hollow 

chamber 22, especially by gluing.

The described embodiments can be combined with each other at will, e.g. it is also pos

sible to provide several hollow chambers on the insulating strip instead of only one sin

gle hollow chamber. Moreover, one or several hollow chambers can be filled with 

shaped bodies made of heat-insulating material, wherein the material of the shaped 

parts can be used depending on the desired function. In particular, it may be necessary 

for reasons of fire protection to use only specific insulating materials, whereas other ma

terials can be preferred for optimal heat insulation. The shaped parts 15 can be fixed in 

the hollow chamber mechanically and also glued or foam-embedded in said chamber.
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PATENTKRAV

1. Vinduespost-tværstykke-konstruktion, navnlig til facader eller glastage, med et bæ

reprofil (1), på hvilket mindst et indfyldeelement (5) er fastgjort, hvorved der på en 

endeflade af indfyldeelementet (5) er anbragt en isolationsliste (10, 20), der holdes på 

bæreprofilet (1) og i det mindste omfatter et hult kammer (22), hvorved der på en 

yderside af bæreprofilet er tilvejebragt en skruerille (2), hvorved isolationslisten (10, 

20) i det mindste omfatter en bevægelig afdækning, ved hjælp af hvilken isolationsli

stens (10, 20) hule kammer (22) kan lukkes, og afdækningen kan sammenrastes med 

isolationslisten (10, 20), kendetegnet ved, at der i det hule kammer (22) i det mindste 

delvist er indføjet et materiale (15, 17, 63), som besidder en højere varmeisolationsev- 

ne end et formlegeme (21) på isolationslisten (10, 20), og rastemidler (27, 34, 35, 36, 

37, 38, 90,91) er udformet til fiksering af formlegemet i den lukkede position på en 

indsætningsdel (26), som holdes i bæreprofilets skruerille (2).

2. Vinduespost-tværstykke-konstruktion ifølge krav 1, kendetegnet ved, at isolations

listen (10, 20) omfatter et foliehængsel (25,96), og afdækningen er udformet som 

svingbar ved hjælp af foliehængslet (25, 96).

3. Vinduespost-tværstykke-konstruktion ifølge krav 1 eller 2, kendetegnet ved, at 

isolationslisten (10, 20) omfatter et formlegeme (21), på hvis yderside der i det mind

ste områdevist er fastgjort en isolationsliste (28, 97) med højere varmeisolationsevne 

end formlegemet (21).

4. Vinduespost-tværstykke-konstruktion ifølge et af de foregående krav, kendetegnet 
ved, at isolationslisten omfatter et formlegeme (70), der i længderetningen omfatter et 

antal gennembrydninger (80, 82, 83, 84).

5. Vinduespost-tværstykke-konstruktion ifølge krav 4, kendetegnet ved, at gennem- 

brydningeme (80, 82, 83, 84) er arrangeret på strimmel-lignende måde i isolationsli

stens længderetning, og arealet af gennembrydningeme (80, 82, 83, 84) i forhold til 

arealet af strimlen er mindst 50 %, fortrinsvis mindst 70 %, hvorved bredden af strim

len er den samme som bredden af gennembrydningeme (80, 82, 83, 84).
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6. Vinduespost-tværstykke-konstruktion ifølge et af de foregående krav, kendetegnet 
ved, at det hule kammer (22) i isolationslisten er opdelt ved hjælp af mindst en skille

væg.

5 7. Vinduespost-tværstykke-konstruktion ifølge et af de foregående krav, kendetegnet
ved, at en varmeisolerende strimmel (63) er indskummet i det hule kammer (22) i 

isolationslisten.

8. Vinduespost-tværstykke-konstruktion ifølge et af de foregående krav, kendetegnet 
10 ved, at en bund i en rille (23) i isolationslisten (10, 20) omfatter et foliehængsel (25),

ved hjælp af hvilket isolationslisten kan svinges i to halvdele.

9. Vinduespost-tværstykke-konstruktion ifølge et af de foregående krav, kendetegnet 
ved, at isolationslisten omfatter et formlegeme af kunststof, hvorved formlegemets

15 vægtykkelse i et område er mellem 0,3 mm og 1,6 mm, navnlig 0,5 mm til 1,3 mm.
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